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Corruption Of International Justice
Milosevic Trial
In August 1992, millions of people were shocked to see photographs of a supposed Bosnian Serb
death camp. But the death camp story was a lie. The ITN crew had filmed from inside a fenced-in
storage area. By shooting through the fence ITN created footage that gave the impression that the
Bosnian men were imprisoned. With a little editing, this footage was turned into pictures that gave
the impression of a death camp - media manipulation (media's falsities and manipulations with fabricated images).
See documentary:
Part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKYhaQ3gbsA,
Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_eOjxauzsn8 and
Part 3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yg9ZQP6CGZU
The media demonised the Serbs and Milosevic and said they were committing genocide. It turns out
to be false. No genocide was committed, there were no concentration camps, and the prosecutions
couldn't prove anything. See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xss0Ep1MJM
Milosevic died under suspicious circumstances while still imprisoned. Something smelly is going
on here. The further down mentioned documentary shows that Slobodan Milosevic was falsely accused. The witnesses of the so-called genocide were payed for by the tribunal if they told horrible
stories about Milosevic and the Serbs. Many of them were KLA war criminals, who in return for
their stories got a special permit which gave them complete immunity, what ever they had
done. (This is a CIA signature)

About the TRIAL!
See what the Judge says and how he said it! Hear his voice and look at him! He wants Milosovic
charged with genocide no matter what! Regardless of any evidence! He wants Milosovic down because of political interests! It is Nuremberg after WWII all over again! THEATER!
He accepts statements from Albanian peasants who sate that they have heard about Milosovic's men
riping the hearts out of women and elders in some village, but the JUDGE CENSORS REFUSES
and REJECT the declaration of the former VICE-PRESIDENT of Yugoslavia who proves Milosovic
had no involvement in any genocide action. Must see that episode!

Madame Justice is blindfolded because JUSTICE is CORRUPT
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Because it was clear as crystal that the witnesses were false, and there was no evidence to convict
him.
THAN; "MILOSOVIC MYSTERIOUSLY DIES AT THE HAGUE"... WHY DO YOU THINK
THAT? Let me give you a hint... so that NATO comes out clean for bombing Yugoslavia in 1999…
For me this was the whole point in SLOBODAN MILOSOVIC his trial. To justify NATO's unprovoked aggression against a sovereign state.
See docu: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FusfOqCtqc Serbia REFUSED CAPITALISM and
all Serbs were convicted.

Questions to ask!
Who steered this CRIMINAL NATO WAR wherein also the Chinese Embassy deliberate was
bombed? This bombing had nothing to do with old maps. See old files and articles:
Source:
https://web.archive.org/web/20011218083351/http://emperors-clothes.com:80/articles/jared/lies.htm
This writer has just spoken to a Serbian gentlemen whose family lives a few blocks from the Embassy. He says the Embassy was
built 4 or 5 years ago and that prior to the building of the Embassy, the only thing there was: a park. A letter from an American
living in Belgrade says the embassy is in area called New Belgrade (Novi Beograd), developed from sand marsh land after W.W.II.
She confirmed that the land on which the Embassy sits was unoccupied before it was built. However, she says "park" is too fancy a
term, that it was just a huge lawn, with very few trees.
Therefore the notion that NATO could possess a map drawn before the Chinese Embassy was built which showed any building
occupying the land on which the Embassy now stands is simply impossible. There was nothing there.
Therefore NATO is lying.
Since NATO is lying, what are we are left with? There is the possibility that this bombing is an intentional provocation, perhaps
aimed at challenging China before China gets too big. There is the possibility that NATO and or the U.S. government was
"delivering a message" to China – and to other would-be independent governments – that independence is punishable by death.

CAN'T YOU SEE THE TRUTH? We were completely manipulated by NATO, America, France,
UK, Germany and others to believe such fabricated lies as "Milosovic war criminal", or "Serbian
concentration camps in Kosovo to exterminate the poor defenseless and good Albanians" or "Albanians were the victims of the killer Serbs in Kosovo" etc, etc.
There was no JUSTICE as meant to be. Only POLITICAL justice was brought to protect
NATO for prosecution.

Fuck Political JUSTICE! It only exists to bury REAL TRUTH!
Note: To my NSA and CIA ‘friends’ in Washington and Virginia who are monitoring my website. Don’t forget I am also
monitoring YOU! I am not your enemy. I am here to publish truth. If your country, your president or agencies are lying
it will be exposed for sure! I don’t care about their or your status, money, importance or power. I publish THE truth!

Madame Justice is blindfolded because JUSTICE is CORRUPT

